Ten Ways to Discover and Experience Guam

1. Submerge yourself in history
Explore the cultural village at Gef Pa’go located in Inarajan and experience how life was like in the early days of the island. At the Lina’La Chamorro Cultural Park in Tumon, reenactments make the past come alive while ancient customs and traditions are open for discovery.

2. Tour the living past
Guam's many historical landmarks include churches, forts, historical trails and ancient archaeological sites that immerse the visitor in history and bring our guests into contact with landmarks that are hundreds, and in some cases thousands of years old.

3. Dive into adventure
The clear and pristine waters that surround Guam are world class places for diving and snorkeling with some of the most unique and diverse sites available anywhere. Exotic and breathtaking locations are coupled with hundreds of species of aquatic life to deliver an unforgettable dive or snorkeling experience.
4. **Drive onto the fairway**
With seven courses designed by some of the game’s greats, the golfing experience on Guam is one of a kind with our greens winding through the hills against the backdrop of lush jungle foliage and foaming surf crashing against the reefs.

5. **Share in our traditions and culture**
The friendly and welcoming people of Guam love to celebrate, and nowhere is that more visible than during our village fiestas (or gatherings) and at Chamorro Village in Hagåtña every Wednesday night, with both events featuring great food, lively music and a vibrant display of local culture.

6. **Shop for luxuries & gifts duty free**
Guam has some of the world’s most luxurious and famous designers with boutiques located in Tumon. We have three large malls, many smaller stores and even night markets where local arts and crafts can be found. What makes this wide selection of shopping opportunities even better is that all retail purchases on Guam are tax free!

7. **Explore the nightlife**
At night the bars, clubs and lounges of Guam come alive and pulsate with energy. Local DJs, bands and jazz combos cover all ranges of music for the guests behind our action packed bars, modern dance floors and supple lounges.

8. **Find a unique item made only on Guam**
Purchasing products made on Guam presents opportunities to own unique, hand crafted items made with skill and dedication by local artisans. Owning original art and handicrafts, exquisite jewelry and masterful woodwork are excellent ways to preserve your memories of Guam.

9. **Relax under the sun or in the spa**
Whether it is on the shores of our scenic beaches, the deck of our fantastic pools or water parks or under the hands of an expert masseuse, Guam has a way of getting our guests to relax.

10. **Enjoy the unique island cuisine**
Guam is an island that has everything to offer the culinary adventurous. Although having a diverse array of food from around the world at our shops and restaurants, Guam is especially known for its unique island cuisine combining Asian, Spanish and Pacific Island influences into a fusion only found on Guam.
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